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NMA is an architecture - as well as a design 
label.  The initiative grew out of an architectural 
project and today links a number of architects that 
collaborate on different, interdisciplinary projects
(3–7 members).

NMA always works on site. An important ele-
ment of our work is to create out of the moment 
and not to engage in endless previous planning. 
Therefore, the environment of the project, as well 
as items on site that are at hand play an impor-
tant role. These ingredients - the circumstances, 
existing material as well reactions of participating 
people regulate each projects process.

NMA works like a band. Each member of the 
collective masters his/her instrument. And only 
by joing each other on stage the final product is 
being created.

NMA (NOMADArchitecture)

Stuttgart based architecture label, since 
2004, design collective of architects, 
research pool

architecture — design — fashion



ROCKER 33
design of a fl exible partition wall 
between club and art gallery; 
two mobile furniture boxes on car 
tyres, which serve as doors and 
lounges; wallpainting; clubshirts

this page 
disco furniture
different positions of the boxes:
gallery is closed (top left)
one „door” is open (top right, 
bottom left)
club and galery are separated 
(bottom right)

bottom 
disco furniture
different positions of the furniture 
depending on the use of the club
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ROCKER 33
modifi cation of the club Rocker 33 
in Stuttgart, 2004/05

this page clockwise from left
art gallery space behind the 
lounges
dancehall view on the two mobile 
furniture boxes on car tyres
disco furniture box in its 
doorposition
fl exible partition wall

corridor between gallery and club
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top
disco furniture „dance” with a bar 
for dancing inside while dancing 
on its car tyres
central
disco furniture „throne” with a 
big armchair inside, space to rest 
for 5-7 persons
bottom
shirts „NMA Musclewear” 
different colors, jersey
man collection, t-shirt (left), 
woman collection, t-shirt and 
tanktop (right)
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ROCKER 33
accessories for discoevent 
to wear in NoMadNights
(organised by NMA)

this page clockwise from left
sketches shirts for NMA
dancehall image of disco 
furniture and disco people
tanktop woman, jersey, rose black
shirt woman, jersey, violett black
shirts man, jersey, violett/red black

bottom
shirt „NMA Musclewear” 
all pieces cutted out (left)
fi nished shirt (right)
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MACHBAR
this page 
vehicle which brings the 
passengers to their fi nal
destination - the bramble-bar;
technical modifi cation of the car

right
during transport 

departure platform   
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MACHBAR
NMA project at the area of 
German Railways with railway-
cars that are used as living space 
and studios by artist etc.
installation „car on rails” with a 
terrace for guests and shuttle to 
the bar in the bramble 

this page clockwise from left
guests at the bar 
shuttle the vehicle is shuttle, terrace 
and bar stool it the same time
NMA fl ag in the bramble shows 
the fi nal destination
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MACHBAR Accessories
for the project „car on rails” 

opposite page 
NMA fl ag two different designs, 
one in black and white, one in 
black, lucent orange and white,
and alternative designs (left), 
pattern of the NMA patch 
(bottom)

this page 
MACHBAR bag for things needed 
like tickets to sell, ticket machine, 
torch light, change etc.
fl uorescent orange coloured fabric 
that normally is used  for the 
garments of the railroad worker;
steering-wheel, artifi cial leather, 
padded, with patched logo, 
calibre 1,50 m (bottom)

 ticket to bramble and return
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OFFICE ITF
design and realisation of the offi ce 
of ITF Grafi k Design in Berlin

opposite page 
modifi cation arrangement of the 
found and bought old furniture;
revarnishing all in white to merge 
different styles

this page 
postcard „Greetings from Berlin”
diagram shows the functioning 
of NMA: reacting to the situation 
(bottom)
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OFFICE ITF
this page 
assembly of the revarnished pieces 
of furniture, painting walls in 
different grey colouring

opposite page 
setup arranged offi ce four weeks 
later, design and assembly the lights;
spyhole contrariwise: from outside to 
the internal space
(top right)
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OFFICE ITF
bottom line, this and opposite page

lamp for the meeting area, warm 
and soft light, assembly of different 
illuminants and lampholders

above
lamp at the working areas,  neon 
lamp with cold-warm light 
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